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permanent. Every thing is change and tecoming. We
experience the attributes of objects and these attributes
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only one of its aspects from a particular
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complete view is
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Thus all

things

possess infinite qualities and infinite relations.

If

desires to have the knowledge of the reality as
itis in itself, one should view it in all its aspects and from all.
possible standpoints. This philosophic outlook of the Jainas has
come to be known as
aneknta-v+da or the theory of
as
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According to the Jainas, every object is many-faced.
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characters is, generally, called a substance (dravya).

By charand

arac

are meant qualities or attributes, and by dharmi is meant the
stratum of these qualities or attributes.
or substance.

this sense.
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The Jainas have accepted the term 'substance

They, however, point out that there are two kinds

characters found in every substance- essential and accident
The essential characters of a substance reside in the substance
long as the substance remains. Without these characters the suk
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desires, volitions, Dles
sure and pain, since these always
change. lt
through the changes of these accidental characters ihat a substan
undergoes change or modification. In the Jaina
philosophicu
language, the essential unchanging character is called
called ggua
(quality), and the accidental, changing character is called
paryiu
(mode), A substance has, therefore, been defined in Jaina
philose
phy as what possesses qualities as well as modes
as modes
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substance are impermanent

changeable. Thus substance is what endures through all these

and changeable

changes, and the changes are the manifestation of the inherent
substance.

Considered from the standpoint of the essential characters of

Considered

substance, the world is permanent, and in so far as

the accidental
characters undergo modification, the world also

A Substance is

both permanent changes
there is

and im per
manent

Therefore, the Buddhists who hold that

nothingpermanent

in the universe and

that

everything changes from moment to moment, aree

one-sided. Equally one-sided are the monistic Vedntins

who

one-sided.

declare change to be unreal

both real.

In fact, change and permanence are

From the standpoint of modes, charge is real

This

standpoint is known in Jaina philosophy as pary+ya-naya.

From

the standpoint of substance, permanence is real. This view is
called dravya-naya. Therefore, the same thing viewed from
diferent standpoints, is beth permanent and impermanent.
A substance has the

entity.

It is
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real

A thing is real when it has origin, existence and destruc-
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characteristic of existence.

tion.

A part of substànce is unchangeable. Hence

substance has existence.
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substance has origin and destruction. Substance possesses these
three characters. So it is real.
To sum up, substance is that which

persists

in and through its
Own qualities and
modifications. Substance is one, the inherent
essence of all things, manifests itself
through diverse forms, has
the three
characteristics of creation, destruction and staying, and

may be described by opposites,"

The Jainas have classificd suhuto

